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Abstract
This paper addresses the issue of product portfolio management, with test case data
from a major semiconductor manufacturer in the US. The firm manages a variety
of products, placed in different market segments with different customers. Not all
the products can be included in the portfolio. We develop a methodology to analyze
-...
the product portfolio selection problem from different dimensions. The key factors
considered in the development, of a quantitative tool, are market performance, cus-
tomer performance, technology performance and resource availability. We use two
measures, Variance and Gini Index, taken from well developed Financial Portfolio
Theory, as measures of risk for the model development. We present a general multi-
stage stochastic programming model with recourse to determine which products are
to be included in the portfolio under a given scenario and time period. We implement
one of the specific models, derived from general model, and develop a few tools, such
as, Efficient Frontier, Absolute Concentration Curve, Lorenz Curve and Risk Return
Region, to analyze the product portfolio from different angles. We use Absolute
Concentration Cur\'e and Risk Adjust ~lean to rank the products in a portfolio.
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Chapter 1
Industry Problem Context
The semiconductor manufacturer we worked with in this project is believed to be
a leading player in communication components market. The company provides ad-
vanced integrated chip solutions, custom and standard multi-service networking solu-
tions and integrated solutions. These chips are used in a broad category of application
areas, such as long haul backbone solutions, client solutions, metro/regional solutions
and wireless and enterprise networks solutions. The components produced by the
firm forms building blocks for advanced wired, wireless and optical communication
network and enables accessibility, storage and movement of the network information.
In total 18 different type of industries are identified in which this company is active.
Some industries require highly innovativc statc of the art products, whilc in 'othcrs
most products arc an extract of thc samc tcchnology. Some products havc many
differcnt componcnts in these products, but all products havc in common that they
make use of integrated circuits (Ie chips). Differcnt chips, produced for diffcrent ap-
plications, diffcr vastly with each other and known as Applicntion Specific Integrated
2
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Figure 1.1: Product Life Cycle
Circuits (ASIC). Most of the products that are in the portfolio of this company be-
long to ASIC category. Figure 1.1 describes typical life cycle of a product within this
company.
1.1 Design Win
Design win is the point that triggers a very initial set up of a supply chain in order
for this product to reach the market at the right time and right quantities. However,
at this point lots of uncertainties exists in the product demand and time interval.
* Demand distribution over the lifetime is uncertain
* Tot al lifet ime is uncertain
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* Total lifetime quantity is uncertain
* Total lifetime profit is uncertain
Design win with any customer is only an agreement that the company will design
and develop the prototype of the product. If the developed prototype is acceptable
to customers, then they might ask for required supply amount. No other information
related to quantity and lifetime, except technical details of product, is passed from
customer, as mentioned in the above bullet points. One can never be sure that a
design win will result in sufficient profit. Some products with expected profits of, say
$30 million would have a realized profits of less than $1 million. Next two impor-
tant points, which are extremely critical, after design win, are 'supply commitment
decision' and 'production ramp', as shown in the figure. Supply commitment deci-
sion point is the time when the company has to formally commit to its customer for
supply of the product. At this point contracts are made with its suppliers in order
to use capacities in the future, when actual production would start. Like many other
Hi-Tech industries, this business also suffers from ever changing and short lived de-
mand of products. A product that has great demand today, might move southward
in a few quarters. Capacity requirement is thus rather uncertain. Contracting for
sufficiently large capacity might result in unused capacity down the line. Usually a
penalty of 50% has to be paid for unused capacity at third party facilit ies. These
penalties are directly deducted from the profit for that product, so a thorough analysis
at supply-commitment decision point is a necessity.
1.2 Risk Analysis
On the other hand, if the manufacturer is unable to meet the customers demand
(highly uncertain), and customer looses significant business because of it, the man-
ufacturer will probably not obtain the next design win. Moreover, failing to meet
customer's demand may severely damage their reputation. Thus, a risk analysis
while making supply-commitment decision is of great importance. Having committed
to supply, prototypes of initial design is developed. Successful completion of this stage
leads to the development of final design and sample models of the product. Almost all
the cost of this stage of prototype and model development is solely bore by the manu-
facturer. Even then it is not known how the product would perform in actual market.
Before starting actual production of products, once again, at this critical point, a
review of situation is made. By any chance, if supply commitment is terminated, for
any reason, all the money invested by the company during prototype development
phase would be considered as money wasted in sink. The company cannot afford to
loose this huge money and opportunity in such an uncertain and competitive market
scenario. Thus, a careful risk analysis of the portfolio of products/projects at these
two critical points is desired. It is important to note that thc firm under consideration
acquires customcr in two ways. First, thc customer and the company hm'c a historical
relationship. Having done well on previous projects gin'.s a great ad\"antage that this
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customer wants to continue the relation. Second, a new product opportunity arises
and competitors literally try to displace each other and participate in the production
of this new product. The nature of new product opportunities can vary a lot from
each other.
1.3 Customers
In some cases customer has only a raw idea what the specifications of the new prod-
uct need to be, whereas in others, the new product might be completely defined and
the manufacturer only functions as a producer, rather than designer/developer. New
innovative products, for which no market exists yet, are in general very risky. The
performance of a product is extremely important criteria in receiving supply orders
from customers. It is measured by not on the basis of how the product would do
in the market, rather, it is a function of how many 'features' this product has, as
compared to the products of other competitors. At the time of prototype submis-
sion, the customer compares all products from different suppliers, who are interested
in supplying the product to that customer, like this company. This is the point of
great competition, which results in either the manufacturer won supply commitment
or it. does not. If this opportunity is lost, then the company's investment is wasted.
However, a fcw times it so happcns thatcvcn if the company lost a customcr aftcr dc-
vcloping thc prototypc, the technology of that product might help improve (or crcatc)
other existing (or ncw) products. But this does not happen so oftcn. thus a careful
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consideration is required while assessing competitiveness and customer selection. If
customer performance history is not impressive, it would be rather preferable not to
work with such customer and save the huge cost of launching the product into market,
than to continue with such customers and achieve a short product life cycle. It is
important to look at the customers performance also before making decisions at the
two key points. Any product portfolio selection process should incorporate customer
performance information also.
1.4 Cost and Resource Considerations
On one side obtaining an initial design win provides an opportunity for further busi-
ness in such a competitive market, but on the other side it demands the cost of this
opportunity. These costs account mainly from technology development, resource al-
location, capital allocation and time of doing another project if the company had
not concentrated in this product at all. Throughout the design and prototype de-
velopment phase, the firm has to set apart the required resources and capital. The
competitiveness in this business is to such a great extent that one company tries
to buy the key human resources of other company. Thus, keeping key resources in
the company for sufficiently long time, adds to additional cost of the project. But
a project, with heavy costs im'olved in it, might be of interest sometimes, especially
when it is required to do before moving into another project. The company does a
few such kinds of projects, which are pre-requisite to another project. Pre-requisite
projects are not always profitable, rather at times they incur huge amount of cost,
but they are completed in the hope that successor project will earn sufficient profit
to balance out the huge cost incurred. On one side the company has a set of such
products which depends on other product(s), whereas, on the other side it has a set
of products which are mutually exclusive. If one such product succeed, the other one
is bound to be a failure. Thus, there is a relationship between several products in
terms of dependencies, resources, technologies, customers and markets. A balance
set of portfolio, which maximizes (minimizes) the profit(risk) is greatly desired while
considering long term strategic goals.
1.5 Market Segments
The market, which this firm is involved with, is extremely competitive and product
demands varies a lot over short period of time. New products, with different features
in it, appear too quickly. To cope up with this dynamics, the company places same
product in different market segments. But not all the market segment grows always,
which necessitate a careful selection of market segment. This should be reflected
through proper selection of product portfolio. Some of the products in the portfolio
is required to be of making drastic change with respect to positioning in various
market segments. For example, a product which is primarily placed in Computer
Industry. but is dying because of other impro\'cd substitute of it, might be sawd
by placing it in Entertainment Industry. The firm has a few such products and is
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considering to do the same. However, such a decision should take care into account
not only the performance of market segment and its customer, but also its competitors
in that segment. Achieving a balance between different market segments, different
customers, various technologies and strategic goals are to be taken into account before
making portfolio selection. The process of portfolio selection should be aided with
some analytical tool that captures the said points. Indeed, this was the objective
of this project work, to construct a tool that takes care of various key factors while
making such decisions.
The current practice of portfolio management, at this firm, can be considered as
classical. People with experience use their judgment to make the decision if a prod-
uct should be added to the portfolio or not and when the production of a product
should be terminated. There is no established process or available quantitative tools,
for project selection at this company. Our approach tried to present a quantitative
method, taking analogy from stock portfolio models, for product portfolio manage-
ment at this company. In this work we focus on the question that given an existing
product portfolio and a universe of product opportunities can we model a method-
ology for the maintenance of product portfolio, taking into account all the necessary
factors influencing the decision as well as quant ifying the risk associated wit h prod-
ucts (and hence portfolio), if possible? We also focus on the de\'elopment of a tool
that ran be utilized for the general ranking of products for any portfolio.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Product Portfolio Management
Product portfolio management originate from the research carried out in the area
of New Product Development (NPD). It is a process of making decisions on which
products or projects should a firm takes on as a business venture, taking into con-
sideration the risk and uncertainty associated, while moving towards the company's
goals as related to profits, costs, short-term and long-term strategic objectives. Over
years, research in this area have tried to determine ways, both qualitative and quan-
titative, to manage a portfolio efficiently. The concept of building business portfolios
emerged in late 1950s and evolved through 1970s to become an established planning
tool (Rousel and Erickson, 1991). Early applications of portfolio management bal-
ance resource allocation between business units. In the 1980s and 1990s, companies
extended the use of portfolio management into new product selection and R&D re-
source allocation. Although the tools and uses haye changed oyer time, the basic
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needs remain the same, that is, companies must allocate limited resources to projects
in a way that balances risk and return while aligning with overall corporate strategies
(Dickinson, Thornton and Graves, 2001).
Cooper (1998,1999) identifies four goals associated with portfolio management:
maximize the value of the portfolio, achieve the right balance between projects, hav-
ing a strategically aligned portfolio and allocate the resources well. A number of
methods have been developed to provide insight and guidance to the management
of a portfolio. These methods can be broken into three categories (Cooper, 1998):
classical tools, mapping portfolio methods and mathematical programming. Classical
tools were found to be applicable on the operational level of individual projects based
on standard decision theory methodology. This approach of ranking projects accord-
ing to a number of weighted decision criteria and selecting best ones is believed to
be most widely used in practice (Brenner, 1994). However, these methods and other
financially based methods are often criticized for over reliance on financial data and
an inability to optimize the portfolio of projects. This approach is fairly close to
the current practice at the semiconductor firm we worked with. ~fapping portfolio
methods emphasize the connections between innovation projects and strategy, thus
dealing with risk balance and strategic issues. Graphical and charting techniques are
used to visualize a portfolios balance. However, often times the analysis are limited
to qualitative approaches and restricted at an aggregated (Loch et al. 2001). These
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qualitative methods often fail to capture the uncertainties and the interactions among
projects. The third category of portfolio tool, and the most relevant to the current
research, is mathematical programming. Indeed, this tool for portfolio .selection was
the earliest among the portfolio selection techniques. This technique provided many
successful examples of project portfolio selection under different problem-specific cir-
cumstances. One of the significant features of these models is their ability to include
interactions among projects (Loch et al. 2001). An analytical review of mathematical
programming models that have been developed as aids to project selection problems
until 1971, is presented by (Gear, 1971). The models were classified according to
whether they are based on linear, integer, chance constrained, or dynamic program-
ming. Representative examples from these classes are described and evaluated in
terms of data requirements, built in assumptions, ease of computations, usefulness of
outputs and versatility of application.
Yet another approach is selecting portfolio using a combination of several tools
mentioned above, such as proposed by (Stummer and Heidenberger, 2001). They
propose a three-phase approach. Where proposal candidates are identified by a score
based screening process in the first phase. Next, an integer linear programming model
is used to determine all efficient portfolios considering multiple objectives, project in-
terdependencies, and time. Finally, an interactive procedure matches portfolios with
aspired benefit and resource levels. Liberatore (1988) also presented an expert sup-
12
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port system, using combination of several tools. The project selection problem was
treated as a multiple-criteria decision-making problem, within the business strategic
planning process. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) was used for project selection,
whereas benefit-cost analysis and integer programming are used to assist in the re-
source allocation decision. However, modelers often complain that analytical tools for
choosing project portfolio to meet various objectives under different circumstances are
not widely used in practice (Cabral and Payne, 1996; Ringuest et al. 1999; Schmidt
and Freeland, 1992). The size of data required was found to be too huge, much of
which are not available in general. The reliability of data is also suspicious when it
comes through a variety of channels (Coopers, 1998, 1999, 2001). Other reason be-
hind not applying these models into practice is the perception of industry that they
do not capture all considerations (e.g. risk, uncertainty, or strategic issues) relevant
to a company. Perhaps, this provides a justification to further improve such analytical
models in order to meet perceived industry needs (Loch et al. 2001).
Numerous papers focus on the return of investment (RaJ) on different projects,
where the focal point is on the risk of new products opportunities (Ringuest et al.
1999, 2000; Shalit and Yitzhaki, 1994). Often the risk parameters are considered to
be given and exact, while failing to acknowledge the interdependent and uncertain
characteristics. (Verma, 2002) developed a theoretical framework for understanding
the interdependencies between projects and their relationship to project performance
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in a multiple concurrent R&D environment. The project interdependencies are classi-
fied by them into resource interdependency, technology interdependency and market
dependency. Due to ongoing changes in the goals and requirements, project inter-
dependencies are often time varying, thus necessitating dynamic and evolving risk
analysis for effectively managing the portfolio. The risk of a project is in many cases
determined by experts and therefore based on individual judgment. Determining risk
should incorporate judgment as well as facts (Jarret, 2000), while recognizing the
underlying calculation and its uncertainty (Tritle et al. 2000). In our study the un-
certainty in the supply requirement gets translated into risk in the project selection
decision process. The sources of uncertainty are generally the market condition, cus-
tomer's position in the market and technology of the product. The difficulties are
further compounded by several parameter interactions, such as sharing of resources,
capacities etc. Some authors (Aaker, 1978; Fox, 1984) have developed models that
take care of interdependencies among projects. Gear and Cowie (1980) discussed
broadest characterization of possible interactions among projects, which are caused
by internal and external factors. They developed a framework for modelling exter-
nal interactions. Fox, Baker and Bryant (1984) presented model which is mainly
concerned with internal interactions.
Some of the authors (Ringuest et al. 2000) identified the similarity between prod-
uct portfolio and stock portfolio management, and used its models to propose a more
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quantitative methodology. In this paper this connection will be made as well. Wad-
low argues that the methods used in the financial portfolio cannot be implemented
here, because new product opportunities can fail even reaching to the market. But
this-aspect, in the case of the company we worked with, can be taken care of by
considering the effect of market scenarios on different products. Thus, enabling this
company taking proper decision at the two critical points of product life cycle, thereby
minimizing risk, if not eliminating completely.
2.2 Financial Portfolio Management
The basic portfolio optimization methodology, in finance, started with the seminal
work of Markowitz (1952). He formulates the portfolio optimization problem as a
quadratic programming problem in which the risk function is measured by the vari-
ance of return. This formulation which is considered as the basis of modern financial
portfolio theory, has not been extensively used in practice due to a few different rea-
sons (this will be discussed in detail in the coming chapters). Following the criticism
that variability of rate of return above mean should not be penalized, Markowitz
(1959) proposed downside risk measures such as semi-variance. In the last decade,
sewral alternative models were developed as an alternative to the classical ~larkowitz
model. Following Sharp (1971) many attempts have been made to linearize the port-
folio optimization problem. Konno and Yamazaki (1991) hl1\'e proposed absolute
de\'iation, while Speranza (1993) has proposed semi-absolute deviation as measures
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of risk instead of variance. The models were computationally attractive as it results
in solving linear programming (LP) problems. King and Jensen (1992), King (1993),
Markowitz (1991) and Markowitz (1993) adopted semi-variance as the risk measure.
Hamza and Janssen (1995) introduced a new risk function measured by a convex com-
bination of the two semi-variances of the portfolio rate of return from the mean value.
The model generalizes both of the mean-variance and semi-variance models according
to a suitable choice of the coefficients in the risk function. Wojtek and Wlodzimierz
(1998) presented extended Mean Absolute Deviation portfolio optimization model to
incorporate downside risk aversion.
Another measure of risk, which results in linear optimization model, is proposed
by Yitzhaki (1982). Mean and Gini's mean difference (MG approach) are chosen
as summary statics to describe the distribution and compare uncertain prospects.
These summary statics allows the derivation of necessary conditions for stochastic
dominance (SD), enabling investigators to discard from the efficient set prospects
that are stochastically dominated by others (Shalit and Yitzhaki, 1984). The MG
approach enables to construct portfolios which are SD efficient. They tried to bridge
the gap bet\\'een two famous approaches to portfolio selection problem, namely -
r-.lean Variance (r-.lV) and stochastic dominance (SD). Thus, their method doesn't re-
quire the knowledge of decision maker's utility function rather Conditional Stochastic
Dominance (CSD) is used to analyze the portfolio. This ~lean-Gini npproach from
16
stock portfolio selection has been implemented in project portfolio selection by Jeffry,
Samuel and Randolph (1999, 2000), with some modification. Conditional Stochas-
tic Dominance analysis were used to identify dominant and non-dominant projects,
conditioned upon the current portfolio.
2.3 Our Approach
The model presented in this paper also considers Gini Index as measure of risk.
However, the development and implementation of the actual model is considerably
different than that of above authors. Indeed, a different generalized model, tailored
to the portfolio selection problem of the company we worked with, taking multiple
periods and scenarios of events into account, have been developed. In the literature,
portfolio selection problem is also addressed by event-scenario based methodology
(Richard, 1999; rvlarkowitz, 1981; Gustafsson, 2002). Scenario based optimization has
an advantage that it allows user to take recourse action in the next period, considering
the events that occurred in current period. However, scenario-based optimization
approach doesn't provide investors with explicit quantification of risk. It also doesn't
help much in constructing neighborhood solutions to the optimal portfolios. Thus, a
combined approach is presented to address the issues of the company.
17
Chapter 3
Problem Statement
Selecting different products into the firm's portfolio account for different amount of
risk. Generally each product has different life-cycle depending upon the technology
involved, product performance, market segments and customers. Each of these factors
have uncertainty and randomness associated with them, which determines how risky
a particular product is (In general, the more products added into the portfolio, the
more risk can be expected from the portfolio). Thus, a careful analysis on which
products to be added, is desired. In other words, a trade-off between risk and return
is required so that portfolio return can be maximized with the risk minimized (or vice
versa) while satisfying all the constraints. Thus, the main objective of this work may
be viewed as to the creation of tool(s) that balances the risk and return of a portfolio.
l\lore formally, in this work we focus on the following question: Given an existing
product. porifolio and a set of product opporitmities, can we develop a methodology for
the maintenance of product. porifolio, over time, that balances the risks and crpcctcd
rdunlS of tile products 'Under considemtion?
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The plan of this chapter is as follows. First of all, the variables associated with
the models developed is presented followed by general approach of the model. Then
the actual model and algorithm to solve this, respectively, will be presented. Finally
the implementation issues associated with this model will be discussed. The contents
of section 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 are summarized from an earlier project report (Van
Dongen 2002 on Portfolio Management).
The decision on whether to keep a product in the portfolio or not, is defined by
the variable Xu, representing product i(i E N) to be considered for the time period
t(t E T). When the variable t is ignored from Xiii then it represents simply the
decision associated with product i at beginning of the period and no time variable is
under consideration. Moreover, this variable can take only two values 0 or 1. Inclusion
of product i into any portfolio set {P} would mean its (Xit) value is 1, otherwise it
is O. Thus xT represents 1 x N matrix, where N is the total number of products in
universe.
The expected profit obtained from product i, over t time periods is represented
by Pi(t), thus, P(t) is expected profit vector of dimension N x 1, of products over
time period t. Another term related to profit is expected profit of any product over
its remaining lifetime, is defined by E(P/). Similarly, to capture expected remaining
lifetime of product i, the variable E(Lj) is defined. One of the most important
terminologies that will be used throughout the discussion is 'cQ-\·ariance'. As we will
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see the significance of this term while describing the model, that this plays a key role
in assessment of risk associated with a portfolio. Indeed, as alluded in the previous
chapter, the models developed to analyze the portfolio is based on trade-off between
risk and return of the portfolio over time. To capture the covariance between profits
of product i and j a variable Cp (p E p(t)) is defined. It is represented by another
general term a;. A parameter>. is used to denote risk aversion value, and it is widely
known in Financial Portfolio Theory as risk aversion parameter. This parameter
allows user to seek different portfolios based on his/her risk aversion choice level.
The total risk of a portfolio is denoted by the variable r p, where p E {P}.
As mentioned in the first chapter, resource utilization is subject to change through-
out the year to accommodate demand and capacity changes. Especially the firm under
consideration pays considerable penalty if capacity is not utilized fully. To model the
resource usage, the variable Ytr and aitr is defined. The first variable represents per-
centage of overused or underused resource r (r E R), in period t (t E T), whereas
the second variable captures percentage of resource r used, in period t, for product i
(i E N). The N x 1 resource matrix for any resource (l is represented by rO. There is a
penalty for the underused or overused resources, which is denoted by T. Even though
there is a penalty for overused capacity for the development, it is not unlimited. The
development capacity a\'ailable for any period t is represented by Ct. Similarly for
resource (1 the capacity limit is measured by variable Co.
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For existing products, which have some historical data available, finding co-variance
to assess risk is not a big problem. However, those products which are entering first
time into the portfolio, have no past data to calculate the co-variance. The only
way to assess the same is by using realization factors for every 'product group' with
same characteristics. The realization factor, as we will see, is forecasted revenue
by realized revenue from a product. Calculation of realization factor requires many
variables. Pi and Ci is used to denote selling price and cost price, respectively, of
product i. Remaining demand in the market and remaining revenue for product i
is measured by Dt and Qt respectively. Although the life time for any product, in
a highly volatile market of semiconductor business, is not completely defined, but
Agere has the knowledge to estimate the same. Amount of periods that product i is
expected to remain in the portfolio is captured by it. An existing product is not free
of maintenance cost or development cost due. To capture these, the variables Ui and
7"i respectively are defined. gi and bi represent the development cost and fixed cost
for product i. The profit margin for any product i is defined by ai'
The risk of a portfolio is a measure of uncertainty associated with different compo-
nents of the Industry-~larketdynamics. The firm under consideration specified fi\'e
such components - namely, Product Performance, ~larket Performance, Resource Sta-
tus, Technology Performance and Customer Performance. These components \'aries
randomly (or rather with great uncertainty) oYer different time periods. Knowing
21
exactly how any component is going to behave in the next period would be of great
help, in fact if so happens, it would make system 'deterministic' and there would
no longer be any requirement of the assessment of the risk. But, unfortunately this
is not the reality and uncertainty places significant hurdle towards the achievement
of company's goal of maximizing profit (or minimizing cost). To characterize these
uncertain random events associated with each component, we define several possible
and manageable scenarios (denoted by set S) which might occur in any period of
time. One example of a random vector could be following:
* Product Performance - possible outcomes are Superior, Average and Poor.
* Market Performance - possible outcomes are Superior, Average and Poor.
* Resource Status - possible outcomes are No Problems and Key Losses.
* Technology Performance - possible outcomes are On time and Delayed.
* Customer Performance - possible outcomes are Superior, Average and Poor.
Various combination of possible outcomes constitute a scenario s. A scenario might
look like as it is shown in Table 3.1.
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Factors Outcomes
802.11B-1 Average
802.11B-2 Poor
LC802.11B-1 Superior
LP802.11B-1 Average
AGRadio Poor
802.11ABG-1 Average
Product 802.11ABG-2 Superior
802.11ABG-3 Average
JV802.11ABG-1 Poor
JV802.11ABG-2 Average
AP-1 Superior
APSOC-1 Superior
APSOC-2 Average
APSOC-3 Average
ENTSOC-1 Average
ENTSOC-2 Superior
ENTSOC-3 Average
Client Market Superior
Market Access Point Market Average
Mobility Market Superior
Consumer Entertainment Market Poor
Radio Superior
Resource SOC Superior
Systems Poor
B-Radio Average
Technology A/B/G Radio Poor
Undefined Average
Table 3.1: One possible scenario
In order to capture the chances of occurring of any random event, variable Ps, the
probability of occurring a random event 8, is defined (8 E S). The net return from
a product, which is estimated by knowledgeable members of this firm, is not always
achieved. It is primarily because of randomness involved in the five components
mentioned. To adjust the estimated net return, we define several return factors.
Technology return factor for technology Cj in scenario 8 is represented by the variable
p~~, where j E Nand 8 E S. Similarly, return factor from resource r in scenario 8 and
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return factor from market m in scenario 8 is defined by p~~) and p~;) respectively
(m E M, r E R). Each of the product of this firm is exposed to various market
segments. Exposure of product j to market m is defined by ejm (j E N, mE M). The
variable pj~) represents return factor for product j in scenario 8. For any product in
the portfolio, we may like to know its Scenario-Development cost factor and Scenario-
Sales cost factor, under a particular scenario. Variables (js and 1}js are used for that
purpose. Total cost involved in any portfolio can be split into two simple categories
of de\'elopment cost and sales cost, over all periods of time. Let, Dj and Sj represent
development Net Present Value (NPV) and sales NPV of product j.
Having captured the individual elements of expected cost and expected profit of
any product, as defined above in terms of required variables, we define some more
variables to represent expected profits (adjusted to all random events and not the
estimates made by the members of the firm) for any product. Let. OJ represent
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expected profit of product j in period 0 and (Jis represent expected profit of product
j, in scenario 5, after period 0 (meaning, for rest of the periods). Of course, these
values depend on the period in which the product j currently exists. The total
expected profit (or revenue) from any product, in different scenarios is defined by "{js
(j E N,5 E S), which would simply be the summation of the variables O'.j and (Jjs.
Many of the variables defined above are interrelated to one or the other variable, just
like Ijs is connected with variables O'.j and (Jjs' More, on the relationships between
different elements mentioned above, will be discussed in their respective place of usage
in the model.
Knowing different return values for different products under varying scenarios are
of great importance. Using the same, a density function of returns can be constructed,
for any product as well as for portfolio. These information can be utilized effectively
to analyze risk associated with any portfolio. Indeed, one of the models presented
in coming chapters is closely related to the usage of density function and cumulative
probability distribution. For any product j, f(r) and F(r) represent density function
and cumulative distribution, of different realizations of product j under different
scenarios. The \'ariable Fp(Rp) will be used to denote cumulative distribution of the
portfolio, for realization set Rp of the portfolio.
3.1 Approach
Optimization methods in the stock portfolio have been able to quantify risk with
great success. Models that are used for product portfolio management, as described
in the previous section, might work in many cases but are not suitable for the product
environment that is dealt with here. The uncertainty and fluctuations of product sales
in the Semiconductor industry is rarely experienced in other industries. A common
measure that is used to define risk in stock portfolio management is the variance on
annual returns. The very same measure of risk can be used to characterize risk in
product portfolio management too. But the dissimilarities that exist between these
two portfolio types need to be kept in mind. Essentially these are as follows:
1. There is no history for new products under consideration for the portfolio.
2. As opposed to stocks, products are not divisible and a significant fixed cost is
involved in including a product in the portfolio; either one tries to put a product
on the market, or not. Including a small fraction of a product in the portfolio
is not a viable option.
3. As opposed to stocks, products haye an expected lifecYcle and no more sales
can be expected after the end of the lifecycle; Stocks can be traded continuously
over time.
4. The sales of a product from period to period could fluctuate a lot more than
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the stock prices and can be zero between periods of sales.
The first dissimilarity is included in the structural risk model, a model that is used
to avoid the amount of historical data needed. This model is based on the notion
that return of a stock can be explained by a collection of factors, plus an element for
that stock. The second dissimilarity will cause the associated optimization problem
to become a zero-one combinatorial optimization problem. The third dissimilarity:
expected lifetime and expected profit, will be an important consideration with the
construction of product portfolio model. The last dissimilarity is only a remark and
is expected to have no influence on the usefulness of the model.
The general form of the proposed product portfolio management model is as below:
The parameter At * a~ is considered the penalty one has to pay for the risk. The
assumption that this basic model is suitable for product portfolio interpretation is
based on the following similarities:
* For both stock, and product portfolio optimization, the objective function is
the admitting and rejecting of financial assets in the portfolio, whereas the goal
is to optimize the portfolio as a whole.
* The assets have influence on each other. In other words. they may not be
independent.
* The characteristics of the assets explain most of the behavior, only a small
portion, which is difficult to identify, is asset specific.
3.2 Mean-Variance Portfolio Optimization Model
Considering the similarities and dissimilarities between the product and stock port-
folio optimization problems, we will be able to model the former using the same
principle researchers use for the latter; the total value of the portfolio is the sum of
all profits from products in that portfolio deducted by a risk factor (the covariance
between products). Zero-one vector z is introduced to incorporate the indivisible
characteristic of the product portfolio. The model is
MAX
Subject To:
xf E [O,l]Vi
The first term represents total expected profit from the portfolio for t periods of
time. The second term represents the risk. The factors P and Cp are determined from
future expectations and historical data respecti\'ely. whereas the ,'alue of ,\ is chosen
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by the company. When,.\ is chosen to be zero, the model does not care of about
risk at all and will add all the products to the portfolio, as long as there is enough
capacity. Oppositely when it is chosen to be infinity, the model puts no product in
the portfolio. Increasing"\ value makes this model more risk averse. In this model
products are compared by their profits during an arbitrary amount of future periods.
Thus, a distinction is made between products that will be profitable in short run
against products that will only be profitable after a very long term.
Historical data and new product opportunities are the input of the model. Follow-
ing characteristics are required from historical data:
1. Customer to whom the product is sold
2. Technology which is used to produce the chip
3. Chip size
4. Forecasted Revenue
5. Realized Revenue from the past
6. Profit margin per product
7. Fixed costs per product
8. Quantity of products sold
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For the new product opportunities and old products that are subject to rejection,
point 1 to 4 also need to be known, plus:
9. Expected remaining revenue
10. Expected remaining lifetime
Implementation issues of all the parameters mentioned above are discussed in the
section 3.4. One important definition that will be given there is the realization factor,
which is the forecasted revenue for a specific product, divided by the realized revenue.
Summarized, the question is how the characteristics if the products in the portfolio
influence the realization factors of the products and how they influence each other.
Multiplying these realization factors by the profit equations will result in an expression
of how risky the portfolio is. The value of the risk aversion factor can be used to
consider situations where risk is desired or undesired.
As in most of the companies, the company under consideration tries to determine
the sales of their products as accurate as possible. Especially in the semiconductor
business, this seems to be very difficult. One extreme case is illustrated by the
following figure 3.1:
The four curw,s represent the forecast for one product in the portfolio of the
manufacturer, done at four different points of time. In July 2001 they expected this
product to have a re\'enue of 6.5 million dollars in the next quarter. while each of the
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Figure 3.1: Revenue Forcast
3 quarters after that were expected to have a revenue of 18.5 million dollars. One
month later, this forecast has changed a bit, but roughly, it is still the same. Then
again, one month later they expect the ramp of this curve to start of much later,
while the top sales will be almost two times as high as expected the month before.
Then 3 months latcr they realized all of a sudden, that the sales of this product where
highly overestimated. This product was now expected to only sell during 3 quartcrs
with a top at around 7.5 million dollars. Why these predictions arc so bad, can have
a variety of causes, for example:
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* Bad forecast by the customer
* Bad forecast by the company
* Technical failing of the product
* Commercial failing of the product
* Obsoleteness by another product
Since the forecasts are so bad, this model searches for historical evidence to pre-
dict the future. The expected remaining revenue of a product, predicted by the
manufacturer, will go into this model and transforms into a new prediction based on
statistics.
3.3 Model Algorithm
In the procedure of the previous section, it is assumed that for new products the
customer who buys it is known, so is the technology on how it's going to be produced
as well as the chip size. Further more, it is assumed that the expected lifetime and
expected profit are accurate. However, from products first entering the portfolio it
is difficult to determine their product specific variance factor tJj(t) . The values for
this factor should be determined empirically. By calculating the difference between
the expected realization factors and the actual realization factors for every product.
groups with the same characteristics can be formed to estimate the tJj(t)'s.
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With the model described in this chapter not only will the first goal discussed in
chapter 2 be met, but also the covariance matrix greatly focuses on balance. The more
the products in the portfolio share the same factors, the more covariance between the
products can be expected and therefore the more risky the portfolio becomes. A varied
portfolio is therefore less risky. A varied portfolio means also a balanced portfolio, so
the second goal from discussed in chapter 2 is automatically being pursued.
Considering all the products that can be admitted or rejected to the portfolio can
be very time consuming. This amount of work will be reduced when the strategy
below is followed. This strategy will also try to accomplish more goals as stated in
chapter 2:
* First, the company should determine, which products will reflect its strategy
the most. Products that are not aligned with this strategy should be rejected
immediately.
* Secondly, all the products should be reviewed for obsoleteness. Products that
can be considered obsolete and that can be replaced by new products should be
rejected from the portfolio, even if this product still brings in profit, because it
blocks the way for the new product.
'" Thirdly. all the products that don't meet, or just meet the criteria of equation
4.1 should be determined and can be considered for rejection from the portfolio.
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* Capacity constraints will determine how many new products can be added to the
portfolio. Then a simulation of the model (in Excel) described in this chapter
determines which new product opportunities should be added to the portfolio
and which shouldn't.
All other products that need to remain in the portfolio are imported to the model
as a constant and not as a parameter. For example if there are 5 products in the
portfolio, product numbers 1,3 and 5 need to remain in this portfolio while products 2
and 4 are eligible for rejection, then the input Xi to the model (equation -) becomes:
xt = {l,O/l,l,O/l,l}
Instead of 25 = 32 amount of options for this portfolio when every combination
would be considered, it is now reduced to only four options.
3.4 Model Implementation
As discussed in the previous section, one of the key concepts of this model is the
'realization factor'. Calculating this factor requires intensive amount of historical
data. Then only, one would be able to calculate the covariance measure used in
the objective function of the model. Described below is the relationship between
cO\"ariance matrLx, used in the objective function, and the realization factor.
The profit parameter of the equation Pi can be defined as the average profit over
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the remaining forecasted life of product i, by the following equation:
Then E(~+) can be expressed by the following equation:
Reducing the complexity, ?j+ can be transformed in the following equation:
The fixed costs for existing products should be less than the fixed costs for new
products. Due to lack of information, determining fixed costs for individual products
also goes beyond the scope of this case study.
The risk factor of this model is defined by Cp, which is the covariance matrLx between
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The remaining revenue Qt can be defined as the expected remaining revenue E(Qn
multiplied by a realization factor Si.
Qt = Si *E(Qn
This realization factor determines how much of the expected revenue of a product is
actually realized. The following term is defined:
Thus,
So, Cs is the covariance matrix between realization factors. Its approximation was
supposed to come from historical data, however, because of unavailability of such data,
it prevents the developed model to be tested and implemented fully. The analysis on
the portfolio selection based on the abo\'e de\'eloped model remained incomplete. Such
a large amount. of past data, especially sales forecast, which is required to calculate
the realization factors. are not stored by the manufacturer. Thus affecting the whole
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idea of predicting future with the help of past data. The computational aspect of
this model also hinders its implementation. The Mean Variance model, which uses
quadratic objective function, is not easily solvable with widely available solvers, like
Cplex, Minos etc.
This motivates us to look at the problem of product portfolio selection at the
Semiconductor firm we worked with, from a different angle, which should not require
such a huge collection of past data while serving our purpose of analyzing risk associ-
ated with the portfolio. Another way to capture uncertainty associated with various
components (market, customer, technology, resources and product performance) is
through scenario generation and analysis. A scenario refers to the outcomes of pos-
sible random events, occurred with each component. Knowing the possible scenarios
and the probability of occurrence of any random event, provides us with the basic
ingredient to be used for new model development. In the next chapter the new ap-
proach used to solve and analyze product portfolio, namely - }'Iean Gini model, will be
discussed at length, including the advantages of using }'lean Gini approach instead of
using ~lean Variance approach. It will be clear in the next chapter that this approach
allows us to construct several important tools to analyze the portfolio. i\lean Gini
approach also provides us with computationally simpler tool, indeed all computations
can be performed using Excel only. which is \"Cry much desired by industry persons.
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JChapter 4
Mean Gini Portfolio Selection
Model
4.1 Motivation
As mentioned by Cooper (1999) that most of the time mathematical techniques are
not implemented in practice because the required data is unattainable. In some cases,
the data is available but its reliability is questionable. The model developed in Chap-
ter 3 suffers from the exact problem of unavailability of the large amount of data.
Although, the model is working perfectly with manually generated data, but it's test-
ing with real data is yet to be performed. The unavailability of data led us to consider
a different approach, wherein data requirement for the portfolio selection problem is
not as high, yet constructing substantially different tools to analyze the portfolio.
Our proposed approach to the product portfolio selection problem is adopted from
a widely known in financial portfolio theory as the Mcan-Gini approach. The data
requirement of this model is significantly lower than ~lean-Varianceportfolio model.
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The proposed Mean-Gini (MG) approach not only has the advantage of a lower
data requirement, but it also offers many additional advantages over the Mean-
Variance model. Mean-Variance approach, developed by Markowitz (1952), is based
on the assumption that the expected returns obtained from different prospects (stocks)
are normally distributed, or that the utility function is quadratic. Moreover, the vari-
ability of the rate of return above mean should not be penalized since over performance
of prospect is not the cause of worry, but underperformance is. This approach has
been criticized as being inconsistent with the axiomatic models of preferences-for-
choice under risk because it does not rely on the relation of stochastic dominance
(Whitmore and Findlay, 1978; Levy 1992). On the contrary, the Mean-Gini approach
is stochastic dominance efficient and it has the simplicity and attractiveness of a
two-parameter model (Shalit and Yitzhaki, 1984). Mean-Gini approach, discussed
by Yitzhaki (1982), allows the derivation of necessary conditions for stochastic domi-
nance, enabling the user to discard prospects from efficient set that are stochastically
dominated by others.
The ~lean-Gininecessary conditions for the Conditional Stochastic Dominance are a)
the mean return of product 1 should be greater than or equal to the mean return of
product 2 and b) the risk adjusted mean of product 1 should be greater than or equal
to the risk adjusted mean of product 2. Satisfying these conditions implies product
1 is dominating product 2. Risk adjusted mean of any product is obtained simply by
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subtracting the risk of that product from the mean return of the same.
By providing necessary conditions on stochastic dominance, Mean-Gini portfolio se-
lection model becomes appealing since it prevents the user from choosing a portfolio
which can be considered inferior by all individuals. Thus it provides us with at least
one optimum portfolio set. Mean-Variance analysis requires perfect knowledge of all
prospects' probability distributions; hence it might fail to rank portfolios consistently
to individual preferences when some prospect distribution is unknown. Since the use
of Mean-Gini criterion requires that the stochastic dominance conditions are satisfied,
this allows us to rank the risk associated with each alternative in a consistent manner.
A main advantage of the MG approach is that it creates various tools to analyze the
product portfolio, in a manner that is appealing to the decision maker. The model we
develop include following instruments, which is made possible by the MG analysis.
* Efficient Frontier of Portfolios - Efficient frontier is set of optimal portfolios
for different level of return and risk. This is generated by running the model
several times, while changing the target level of returns. The model developed
for the problem will be discussed in detail in the section 4.4.
* Absolute Concentration Curve - This curve is used to rank individual products
based on their contribution to the portfolio. A detailed discussion on this topic
is provided in the section 4.3.
* Risk/Return Region - This region shows the variability neighborhood of a gh'en
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portfolio. A brief discussion on the subject will be provided in the section 5.2.4.
The following sections are organized as follows: In the next section, the Mean-Gini
approach will be described followed by a discussion on Absolute Concentration Curve,
which is the basis for ranking each product. The general optimization model and its
derivatives that we have developed to generate efficient frontier will be described in
the next section.
4.2 MG Approach
The main idea of the Mean-Gini (MG) approach is to represent the distribution of
uncertain product returns by two main components: (1) the "mean" that represents
the expected reward, and (2) the "Gini Index" that represents variability of the
random returns. Gini Index is actually Gini's mean difference, which is extensively
used in measuring income inequality. Shalit and Yitzhaki (1984) apply the results of
income inequality to characterize risky prospects and to construct optimum portfolio.
Gini Index is based on the expected value of the absolute difference between every
pair of realizations of the random variable. In our case the random variable represents
the returns on each product. !'.1athematically, it is expressed as follows:-
I1blbr = - IR - ~j(R)j(r)dRdr,2 a a
Rand r are different realization pairs of prospect x, and j(R) and F(R) are the
p.d.f and c.d.£.. respectiwly, of prospect R. It is further assumed that there exist a
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2: -00 and b :::; 00 such that F(a) = 0 and F(b) = 1. This formulation has further
been simplified into following expression, when used to estimate the risk of a portfolio:
Where, Fp is the cumulative distribution of the portfolio return. Hence Gini Index
is twice the covariance between variable R and its cumulative distribution. In fact, the
risk of a portfolio can be decomposed into a weighted sum of the covariance between
variables Xi and the cumulative distribution of the portfolio p. Since,
where ~ is the return on prospect i, we obtain
N
r p = 2LXiCOV[~, Fp(Rp)]
i=l
Thus, the measure of risk, the Gini Index, turns out as twice the covariance between
the products return and cumulative probability distribution of the portfolio, which is
much easier to estimate than in its original expression.
4.3 Absolute Concentration Curve
The concept of Absolute Concentration Cun"es is \\"idely used in income inequality
studies. and it is less common in the field of finance. ACes are used to establish the
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dominance of one prospect over others. Shalit and Yitzhaki (1994) used the concept
of ACC to establish dominance relationship among different stocks.
The ACC of product i with respect to portfolio p is defined as the cumulative
conditional expected return on product i as a function of the cumulative distribution
of the portfolio. Formally it is expressed as follows:
ACCf(s) =f~ ~(t)fp(t)dt for 00 ~ r ~ -00,
where r is implicitly defined by the cumulative distribution:
In other words, ACC expresses the expected return of product i, given that the
portfolio return is lower than r. Shalit and Yitzhaki (1994) used historical market
data to construct empirical probability distributions of returns for their portfolio.
Analogous empirical data are not available for product portfolios. However, this
problem is easily solved with the help of simulation. We used ~Ionte Carlo simulation
to construct probability distributions on product returns. A detailed discussion on
the subject will be presented in the next chapter.
Once we obt ain the plot of ACC, it can then be used to establish conditional
stochastic dominance of one product over another. For example, we can say that
product 1 dominates product 2 if
ACCI 2:: ACC2 for all points 071 the ACC plots
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and,
ACCI 2: ACC2 faT at least one point.
As shown by Shalit and Yitzhaki, this is necessary and sufficient condition for dom-
inance of products among all risk-averse investors. It has also been shown by these
authors that Mean-Gini approach provides necessary conditions for the second degree
stochastic dominance (SSD) ordering for any type of distribution and, also, necessary
and sufficient conditions for SSD when cumulative distribution intersect at most once.
When it is difficult to rank the products based on ACCs, Mean-Gini necessary con-
ditions of dominance can be used to rank them. For larger problems, the comparison
based on ACC values might be difficult, in such case Mean-Gini necessary condition
can be utilized to rank the products unambiguously.
In order to provide a complete picture, for the problem of product portfolio, Abso-
lute Lorenz Curve (ALC) is also plotted. It provides us with additional information on
total portfolio return under different cumulative probabilities. ALC is weighted sum
of the various ACCs, the weights being the product returns' shares. Thus, ALC shows
the expected the return of the entire portfolio under different cumulative probabilities
of the portfolio return.
4.4 Mean-Gini Optimization Model
Considering the Mean return as the expression of reward and the Gini Index as the
measure of risk, we develop a Mean-Gini optimization model for the product portfolio
selection problem. The model establishes a trade-off between risk and return while
taking into consideration different scenarios and in different stages of decisions.
Minimize Portfolio Risk:
N
r p = 2L L Xit *cov(~t, F(Rpt))
i=l tET!
N
+ 2L L L Yist * cov(~ts, F(Rpt)) *Ps
i=l sES tE(T2+T3+T4)
The objective function is to minimize the risk associated with a portfolio of products,
at any given target level of return. The first term in the objective function calculates
risk of portfolio for first stage, whereas the second term captures risk associated with
the portfolio in the rest of the stages. In order to minimize this function, values
of covariances need to be calculated. The cumulative probability distribution of the
portfolio and the random returns from different products are generated using ~[onte
Carlo Simulation, which will be explained the section 5.2. Further clarification on the
transformation of input data, provided by Agere Systems. into the required format
will also be made in this section.
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Subject To:
(i) Portfolio Return:
N
L L ~tXit - L L IIItrlT
i=l tETl tET rER
+
N
L L L ~ts *Yits *Ps - LL L Ps * IIItrsl *T 2 L +~L
i=l sES tE(T2+T3+T4) rER sES tE(T2+T3+T4)
The first term of this expression represents total return of the portfolio for the first
stage (up to Td, whereas the second term represents the cost of overused or under-
used resources, for the same stage. Third and Fourth terms represent corresponding
return and cost associated with the portfolio, in rest of the stages. The penalty due
to overused or underused resources has the same value of T per hundred percent of re-
source usage. Absolute value of TIlr and TItrs are used to reflect magnitude of overused
or underused amount of resources in different stages, under different scenarios. Thus,
net return from the portfolio is actually penalized return value over all the stages
under different scenarios. The probabilities are also multiplied to get the expected
effect. The right hand side of the expression represents target level that the user
of this model would want to be. Hence, this expression allows us to find the 'opt i-
mum' policy, at any given target le\'el of return, while minimizing risk of the portfolio.
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(ii) Resource Usage:
N
IItr = L Xiaitr - 1 Vt E T1, Vr E R
i=l
N
IItrs = LYist *aitr - 1 Vr E R, Vs E S, Vt E T\T1
i=l
This expression calculates the amount of overused or underused resource, for all the
resources in all stages, under different scenarios, in terms of percentage. The require-
ment of resource r, for any product i, in period t is also expressed in percentage,
namely aitr'
(iii) Non-anticipativity Constraint:
(L Ps' )Yist = L Ps' *Yis't
s'ES~ s'ES~
Vi E N, Vt E T, Vs E S
The set S; is set of scenarios that are equivalent to scenario s up to period t. This
constraint is the only constraint that link separate scenarios, otherwise the problem
would have decomposed into a separate problem for each s and it would have lost
nonanticipativity of the decisions at various stages.
(iv) Development Capacity Constraint:
,\'
LXit::; Ct
i=l
NLYits :::; Ct
i=l
The development capacity for new products, in any period, is limited at Agere Sys-
terns. The above expression assures that the selected products of the portfolio must
satisfy the capacity limit, Ct , in all periods.
(v) Precedence Constraints:
Xjt = 1 Vj E E, Vt E T1
The first expression is to capture existing products into the portfolio. However,
this may not be the case always. Decisions related to killing of the existing products
can be incorporated easily into the model by excluding those products from set E.
The second constraint is to make sure that the decision made at the beginning of the
first stage, remains same throughout the periods of first stage. The third expression
assures precedence among the products. A product cannot be included in the port-
folio unless its prerequisite product is also included in the portfolio.
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(vi) Mutually Exclusive Products:
'LXj = 1
jEM
There are quite a few products, at Agere Systems, which are mutually exclusive. It is
well known to the management which two products are going act mutually exclusively.
(vii) Business Exit Constraints:
if
then
and
X n! = 0
Xi! = 0
for any n E BE?
Vi = n + 1, ... , N, Vt E T
Vt E T'L Xn ! ~ 1
nEBE?
The above constraints ensures that business exit can be made only at one point.
And if at any stage a business exit decision is made then no more products will be
included in the portfolio afterwards. The business exit points is captured through the
set BEP, which is a set of points where the company has decided either to make an
exit or leave it as it is.
(viii) Product Divisibility:
.Tit E {O, l}Vi E N.Vt E T1
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Yist E {O, l}Vi E N, Vt E T\T1, Vs E S
Each individual products must either be included in the portfolio or remain outside
of the portfolio.
4.5 Special Cases of the Mean Gini Model
The model presented above is a fairly general model for portfolio analysis, which
takes into account different stages (more than two) of decision making points as well
as all scenarios. Thus, the search space of the optimization problem above is three
dimensional, namely - products, stages and scenarios. The advantage of the model
presented above is great in the sense that it allows users to make a decision now,
based on what is going to happen in the future, which is being represented by a set
of different possible scenarios and its probabilities of occurrence. Furthermore, this
model allows user to change his/her mind on portfolio selection decision at different
stages, which we refer as recourse action, considering the fact which has already oc-
curred in the previous stage. In other words, the scenario set and portfolio collection
of any previous stage is also being taken into account while making decisions for fu-
ture periods.
The simplified version of above model would be to eliminate the flexibility of recourse
action in future periods. I\lost of the times companies want to have an m-crall view of
portfolio options, rather than sticking on deciding ahead of the time that a particular
decision will be taken depending upon the occurrence of a scenario in previous st age.".
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This leads to recourse free model, which is a special case of the above model. The
decision, in this case, is made based on aggregated values (over scenarios) of returns
and risks at each period. The search space for optimal solution is two dimensional,
in this case, namely - products and time periods.
There is yet another simplification of the above model, which is simply the aggre-
gation of returns and risks over all the time periods. Thus, instead of searching for
optimal solution through all periods and products, the search is made considering
aggregated risks and returns on products dimension only. Thus, two special cases
of this model could be a) Model with all time periods but with no recourse action
b) Model with aggregated time period as well as aggregated scenarios without any
recourse action. Below is presented these two special case models.
4.5.1 Mean Gini Model with all Time Periods
The objective function and constraints will change as follows:
Minimize Portfolio Risk:
N
r p = 2L L .Tit * COV(R'h F(Rl't))
i=1 lET
The variable R,t is return from product i at time period t. In terms of mathematical
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expression it is (I:sEs ~ts)/ISI.
Subject To:
(i) Portfolio Return:
NL L ~tXit - L L IIltrlT ~ L +!::.L
i=l tET tET rER
(ii) Resource Usage:
N
Iltr = L Xitaitr - 1
i=l
(iii) Development Capacity Constraint:
(iv) Precedence Constraints:
Vt E T,Vr E R
Vt E T
Xjt = 1 Vj E E,t = 0
(v) ~lutually Exclusive Products:
Vt E T
LXjt = 1
jE.\!
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(vi) Product Divisibility:
Xit E {O, I} Vi E N,Vt E T
4.5.2 Mean Gini Aggregated Model
This model has been used for the purpose of Implementation at the company we
worked with. The tools, such as Efficient Frontier, Absolute Concentration Curve,
Product Ranking and Risk Return region, to analyze product portfolio, as discussed
in the above sections, are essentially same. Only 'recourse action' decision is relaxed
for this model along with aggregation of time periods while calculating values of risks
and returns. This model certainly allows us to construct tools with its own features
in it, which otherwise would have been a little different than this. In the general
model, a "policy" is obtained at different target level of returns, whereas in this
model, an optimum "portfolio" is obtained for the same. Optimum portfolio implies
set of products to be worked on at different periods of time, however, "policy" include
the decisions that have to be taken at different stages depending upon what happens
in the pre\'ious st age. In efficient front ier curws, each point represent a ,. port folio"
with this model. whereas, a "policy" with the general model. Absolute concentration
curw. in the cn.se of general model, is constructed on time period bn.sis, however, in
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this model ACC is constructed based on aggregated returns and portfolio distribu-
tions over time. Risk return region using this model shows the variability of returns
and risks for a particular portfolio. The same with general model shows variability
of returns and risks for first stage decision only. Although the interpretations of the
tools developed in both the models are different, the idea to analyze a product port-
folio is essentially the same.
For this model, detailed discussion on implementation and analysis on results ob-
tained thereby will be made in the next chapter. The objective function and con-
straints changes as follows:
Minimize Portfolio Risk:
N
r p = 2LXi *cov(~, F(Rp))
i=l
The variable ~ is aggregated return for product i over all the time periods. In terms
of mathematical expression it is (I:tET,SES Rits)/ISI.
Subject To:
(i) Portfolio Return:
NL Hjxj - L L ITItrlT ~ L + tiL
j=l lET rER
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(ii) Resource Usage:
N
Iltr = L Xjaitr - 1
j=l
(iii) Development Capacity Constraint:
(iv) Precedence Constraints:
Xj = 1
Vt E T,Vr E R
Vt E T
Vj E E,
x > x·1_ ]
for some i E t, for some jEt + 1
(v) Mutually Exclusive Products:
(vi) Product Divisibility:
Xi E {O,l}
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Chapter 5
Case Study
The developed model is tested with real data obtained from the Semiconductor man-
ufacturer we worked with. In this chapter we will describe the calculations and
procedures required to implement the model, for given input data set, as well as the
results obtained by implementing the model for the same data set. The model used
for the purpose of implementation, for given data set, is the third model, described
in the previous chapter (subsection 4.5.2), which is a special case of main model. We
obtain this model when time dimension is aggregated and instead of focusing on re-
course action, only 'now' decision is considered (that is, the first stage decision). Such
a model provides us with overall picture of product portfolio as wcll as neighborhood
solutions with mrious tools to analyze the portfolio. All thc tools generated by using
this model will be discussed in the scction 5.2 of this chapter.
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5.1 Real World Problem
Prod No Products Product St8.tU6 Start Period Prerequisite Products Technology Dev NPV Sal.. NPV
I 802.11B-I Exlsting (2) B-Radio 50.0 52.0
2 802.11B-2 In Development (I) 802.11B·I B-Radio 50.0 (51.0)
3 LC802.11B-I New Opportunity 0 802.11B·2 B-Radio (53.0) 55.0
4 LP802.11B-I New Opportunity 0 802.11B·2 B-Radio (54.0) 58.0
5 AGRadio In Development (I) A/B/G.Radio (54.0) 50.0
6 602.11ABG-I New Opportunity 0 AGRadio A/B/G-Radio (53.0) $2.0
7 602.11ABG-2 New Opportunity I AGRadio A/B/G-Radio (54.0) 57.0
8 802.11ABG-3 New Opportunity 2 802.IIABG-2 A/B/G-Radio (55.0) $11.0
9 JV802.11ABG·I In Development (I) A/B/G-Radio 50.0 53.0
10 JV802.IIABG-2 New Opportunity I A/B/G-Radio (52.0) $5.0
11 AP-I Existing (2) B·Radio $0.0 $2.0
12 APSOC-I New Opportunity 0 A/B/G.Radio ($3.0) $4.0
13 APSOC-2 New Opportunity I AGRadlo 1.< APSOC-I Undefined ($4.0) 56.0
14 APSOC-3 New Opportunity 2 APSOC-2 Undefined ($5.0) $11.0
15 ENTSOC-I New Opportunity 0 A/B/G.Radio (S2.0) $2.0
16 ENTSOC-I New Opportunity I AGRadio 1.< ENTSOC-I Undefined (53.0) $80
17 ENTSOC-I New Opportunity 2 ENTSOC-2 Undefiord ($5.0) $15.0
Table 5.1: Partial Data Set 1
In this section input data as well as its transformation into required format through
r-.lote Carlo simulation will be discussed. In the table 5.1, first column shows product
number while second column shows actual name of the products. Product Status
column describes the status of a product, which can be either existing or in devel-
opment or a new opportunity. Existing products refer to those products which are
already in the market, whereas 'in de\'elopment' status is for products which ha\'e
not been launched yet into production ramp. Products with this status are not at
all a source of rewnue, rather these are sources of inwstment. The products with
status 'New Opportunity' are the products which haw to pass through, if selected in
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the portfolio, design and development cycle before launching into the market. The
'Start Period' column shows starting period of products. These periods are usually
in years. The constraint associated with development capacity is not reflected in this
table. It is 3 for any period. Meaning, we cannot develop more than three products
at any period of time. Thus the portfolio selection model has to take care of this
constraint, which is being taken care of, as mentioned in the previous chapter. Next
column to it represents prerequisite products, which have to be either in 'In devel-
opment' or 'existing' phase before a product, of which this product is prerequisite, is
being selected into the portfolio. Technology column describes the type of technology
that a product will be using, if selected in the portfolio. The last two columns shows
development and sales net present value, respectively, for any product. Development
values are negative for almost all the products. That is because, as we mentioned
earlier, in this phase all the resources are invested just for the development of prod-
uct, before it is launched into market. Sales values are total expected sales revenue
from a product over its expected lifetime. The key assumptions of this data set are
these that development requires one period and product sales exist for two periods
immediately following deployment.
Table 5.2 shows market percentages and resource consumption for each product.
For the Wi-Fi business, Agere Systems is working on four market segments. The per-
cent ages of each product on the$e markets is shown in the abO\'e table. The last three
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Product No ClIenl Access Mobilily Consumer Radio SOC Systems
Markel Polnl Markel Enlerlalnmenl Resource Re50urce Resource
Markel Markel
1 80% 20% 0% 0% 0%
2 80% 20% 50% 0% 50%
3 50% 50% 0% 0% 25%
4 20% 80% 0% 0% 25%
5 0% 0% 0% 0% 70% 0% 0%
6 80% 20% 30% 0% 40%
7 80% 20% 50% 0% 40%
8 80% 20% 50% 0% 40%
9 80% 20% 0% 0% 50%
10 80% 20% 0% 0% 30%
11 100% 0% 0% 0%
12 100% 0% 50% 30%
13 100% 25% 50% 30%
14 100% 25% 50% 30%
15 100% 0% 50% 30%
16 100% 25% 50% 30%
17 100% 25% 50% 30%
Table 5.2: Partial Data Set 2
columns of this table describes development resource consumption in each product.
For any (starting) period, all the three resources are supposed to be consumed 100%
each. However, if there is an over consumption or under-consumption of resources,
in any period, Agere incurs a penalty of $5M per 100% of over utilization or under
utilization. Clearly, from this table we see that some of the resources are under uti-
lized while some are over utilized in different periods. The balance of resources, while
selecting portfolio, is obtained by considering penalty into the constraint function, as
it is described in the section 4.4 of previous chapter.
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Products Superior Superior Average Average Poor Per- Poor Per-
Performance Performance Performance Performance (ormance (ormance
p(k) r(k) p(k) r(k) p(k) r(k)
1 10% 1.10 80% 1.00 10% 0.00
2 20% 1.30 60% 1.00 20% 0.20
3 30% 2.00 40% 1.00 30% 0.50
4 30% 1.50 40% 1.00 30% 0.50
5 30% 1.50 40% 1.00 30% 0.30
6 20% 1.50 60% 1.00 20% 0.50
7 30% 2.00 50% 1.00 20% 0.50
8 40% 2.00 40% 1.00 20% 0.30
9 20% 1.50 60% 1.00 20% 0.50
10 30% 2.00 50% 1.00 20% 0.70
11 10% 1.10 80% 1.00 10% 0.00
12 20% 1.50 60% 1.00 20% 0.50
13 30% 2.00 50% 1.00 20% 0.50
14 40% 2.00 40% 1.00 20% 0.30
15 20% 1.50 60% 1.00 20% 0.50
16 30% 2.00 50% 1.00 20% 0.50
17 40% 2.00 40% 1.00 20% 0.30
Table 5.3: Product Performance
The table 5.3 contains critical information, in the sense that it describes the proba-
bility (p(k)) of a product of doing good, bad or average and its impact on the revenue
(r(k)) for each of the three cases. Estimating probabilities and its impact on revenue
for each product is not a difficult task for Agere Systems. Knowledge of the various
professionals across Agere Systems have been utilized to generate data in this format.
Thus making a perfect accord between models need and data requirement to solve
the model.
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Markels Superior Superior Average Average Poor Per· Poor Per·
Performance Performance Performance Performance (afmance (ormance
p(k) r(k) p(k) r(k) p(k) r(k)
Cllenl M..rkel 20% 1.20 60% 1.00 20% 0.20
Acce58 Point Market 20% 1.20 60% 1.00 20% 0.20
Mobilily ~brkel 40% 2.00 40% 1.00 20% (1.00)
Consumer Market 30% 3.00 30% 1.00 40% (2.00)
Table 5.4: Market Performance
The table 5.4 shows the probability that a market will do good, bad or average
and correspondingly the impact of each scenario on the revenue of each product.
Resource. No No Key Key
Problema Problema Loun Lossea
p(k) r(k) p(k) r(k)
Ra.dlo Resource. 60% 1.00 40% 2.00
SOC ReaourcrII 80% 1.00 20% 1.50
S)'aLem Resources 70% 1.00 30% 1.20
Table 5.5: Resource Performance
Table 5.5 mentions the impact of resources on the revenue of each product. Re-
source problems have been categorized into two parts. Either there is no problem
associated with resources or, there are problems related to it in terms of key resource
losses. 1\Iany a times it happens that a project is significantly affected by the loss of a
key resource. In this set of data the possibility and its impact on revenue is captured.
Tl"("hnolo~y On Tim .. On Timl" Df'l"yf"d Drt"yrd
p(k) ,(k) p(k) r(k)
B·RAdio 1007< 1.00 O'/r 000
A/B/G·RAdio iQ;;r LaO 307< 1.40
t'ndfOfin"d 50't 1.00 507r 2.00
Table 5.6: Technology Performance
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Finally in the table 5.6 the status of technology, whether it is on time or delayed, and
its impact on the revenue is captured. This completes the input data requirement for
the model.
5.2 Results
In this section we will go through all the computational aspects of the optimization
problem solving, for the given input data, described above, and finally we will discuss
and analyze the results obtained by solving the model.
5.2.1 Scenario Computation
As described in previous chapters a scenario is a vector of random events and an
associated probability that the vector of event will occur. The random vector in our
model is made up of four main components.
Component Potential Outcomes
Product Performance Superior, Average, Poor
:tvlarket Performance Superior, Average, Poor
Resource Status No Problems, Key Losses
Technology Performance On time, Delayed
Table 5.7: Scenario Components
Various combination of potential outcomes constitute a sccnario. A typical scenario
would look likc as shown in chaptcr 3. For any gi\'en scenario s and product j, the
dcwlopmcnt cost factor and sales cost factor is calculated as follows:
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Development Cost Factor
( . - (C) II (R)JS - PCjS Prs
rERj
and Sales Cost Factor
Having calculated these factors, aj and {Jjs is calculated next. The values of aj and
{Jjs depend on period of product j. Following table shows the respective values:
Product Period aj (Jj
j E L 2 Sj 0
JELl O.5Sj O.5Sj''ljs
j E 10 Dj Sj''ljs
j E Ii 0 DjT/js + SjT/js
j E 12 0 DjT/js + SjT/js
Table 5.8: Factors
Where the expected development cost, for product j in period 0 is,
D· - D .p(C) II p(R)J - J Cj r
rERj
Below is provided two examples of scenario computation.
Scenario Computation Example #1:-
Consider the product Ent.soc-2. Suppose the outcomes of the four components wit h
respect. to Entsoc-2 is as follows:
Product - Superior
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Market - Superior
Resources - Key Losses in System Resources
Technology - Delayed
For the given scenario, the development cost factor would be
( = 2.0(1.0)(1.0)(1.2) = 2.4
Due to technology delay and system resources lost, development of Entsoc-2 will cost
2.4 times more. Hence net development cost would be
D( = -3.0(2.4) = -6.8
The sales cost factor for this product is
1] = 2.0(3.0) = 6.0
Due to Market and Product being superior, sales will be six fold higher than expected.
Hence, return from sales, in this scenario, would be
ST/ = 8(6.0) = 48
For this product, in this scenario, the period 0 profit, that is Q, is O. After period
oprofit, {3, is -6.8 + 48 = 41.2. Hence the net return from this product, given the
abo\'e scenario, is, -/'j.~ = Qj + {3j~ = 0 + 41.2 = 41.2.
Sccnario Computation Example #2:-
Consider the product S02.11ABG-1. Suppose following are the outcomes of the four
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components:
Product - Poor
Client Market - Superior, and Access Point Market - Poor
Resources - Key Losses in the System Resources, Other Resources - No Problem
Technology - On Time
For this product, since the development takes place "now", scenario does not
impact development costs for this product. Hence, a: = -3. Sales cost factor, TI, in
this scenario, is 0.5(0.8(1.2) + 0.2(1.2)) = 1.2. The value of (3 would be 2.0(1.2) =
2.4. Hence, net return from this product, in this scenario, rjs = Qj + (3js = -3 + 2.4
= -0.6. Thus, rjs represents total expected revenue from product j in scenario s. This
will be used to construct distribution of returns for any product.
5.2.2 Portfolio Distribution
In order to use Gini Index as risk measure, random returns for each product and
portfolio's cumulative probability distribution need to be known. For many of the
products, there are no historical market data available from which to estimate the
probabilit.y dist.ribution of port.folio returns. This problem was easily solved with t.he
help of Monte Carlo simulation. We performed ~Ionte Carlo simulation to generate
the same. In each run, 500 random portfolio returns were generated. Ten such runs
were performed. Each of these 500 different portfolio returns resulted from random
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outcomes of the four component - namely, product performance, market performance,
resource performance and technology performance - for each product, based on the
probabilities of each outcomes (discussed in the section 5.1). For each scenario, out
of 500, the net return for each product, Ijs, is calculated exactly as discussed in the
previous sub-section. Since each of the 500 portfolio returns is equally likely, the
probability of each return is 0.002. Thus, knowing the portfolio returns along with
their probabilities, desired probability distribution of the returns for the portfolio is
established. The following table 5.9 shows a part of this simulation output from run
1. The results shown in this table is sorted out according to the value of the portfolio
return, from the lowest to highest. Each row shows some individual product returns,
which occurred for a random scenario, in that particular simulation run, then the
combined portfolio return, P (sum of the individual product returns), the probability
Portfolio Probability of Cumulative Portfolio
Product Returns Return Portfolio Return Probability Distribution
P Pr(P) F(p)
P1 P2 P3 ...... P17
0040 -1.560 2040 .. -28.5 -163.56 0.002 0.002
0.72 -1.508 -1.85 .. -31.5 -120.55 0.002 0.00·1
0040 -1.560 2.10 .. -9 -109.54 0.002 0.006
"
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
2.32 -00468 13 .. 85 198.75 0.002 1.000
Table 5.9: Products Distributions
of that portfolio return, Pr(P), and the cumulative probability of that return. F(p).
The cumulatiw probability of any return means probability that the portfolio return
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would be less than or equal to that portfolio value. Considering third row as an
example, it is clear that product 1 has a return of 0.40, product 2 has a return of
-1.560, and so on. Summing up the product returns in the second row resulted in
a portfolio return of -109.54. The probability of this portfolio return is 0.002 and
cumulative probability of this portfolio return is 0.006 (i.e., 0.006 is the probability
that portfolio return will be less than or equal to -109.54). All other rows (total 500)
are interpreted similarly.
5.2.3 Efficient Frontier
Having produced a table in this format, all this was done using Excel only, it is easy
now to construct Efficient Frontier of Product Portfolio. First of all, Gini Index, the
risk measure, is calculated from the above table. It is twice the covariance between
products random return and cumulative probability distribution of the portfolio. For
product 1, for example, the Gini Index would be covariance between product 1 out-
comes (column 1) and the cumulative probability distribution, F(p) (rightmost col-
umn). Similarly, for each product the Gini Index is calculated. Mean return for any
product is calculated as the average of the outcomes of that column.
Once the risk measures and mean returns for the products are calculatcd, thesc
\'alues are passed into the lincar program, discussed in section 4.4, as parameters.
Then the linear program, which minimizes the portfolio risk subjcct to givcn target
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portfolio return and other constraints as discussed in the section 4.4, is run for vary-
ing levels of target return L. The output of a single run of the model is the optimal
list of products for that portfolio, those that will satisfy the constraint on required
rate of return and other constraints while minimizing portfolio risk. Increasing the
required rate of return after each run of the model, gives us different optimal portfo-
lios for different risk-return values. These two points are then plotted, in traditional
efficiency frontier format, with risk on the horizontal axis and return on the vertical.
Following is the efficient frontier obtained from the first run of the simulation.
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Figure 5.1: Efficient Front ier - first run
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In the plot above (Figure 5.1), portfolio corresponding to four critical points are
shown in callout. The top right point is the optimum portfolio that gives maximum
return, but at the same time this portfolio has maximum risk too. The second top
right point has around $15M portfolio return but significantly lesser risk value as
compared to the risk of top right point, the other portfolio. This property tells that
the extreme right point may not be preferable over the second last point, as the risk
increases significantly by doing so than the increment in the return. Similarly, the
second last point would be preferable as compared to middle point, shown by the
second callout along the risk axis, as moving from middle point to second last point
would fetch substantially higher portfolio return than the increment in the risk value.
A similar comparison can be made for all the points shown in the graph. Thus, the
above plot not only shows different optimal portfolios for different target level of risk-
return, but it also gives the desirable portfolio over all possible neighborhood optimal
solutions.
Figure 5.2 is the efficient frontier obtained from the second run of the simulation.
Portfolios corresponding to the efficient points, in these two plots, are same, howe\'er
their values of risk and return are slightly different. This is due to the fact that the
second plot is generated using a completely different 500 scenarios. Thus, it is possi-
ble to obtain a 'range' of values of risk/return for the same portfolio, as it is depends
on the sample of scenario used. This property gives us another tool. the risk-return
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Figure 5.2: Efficient Frontier - second run
region of a given portfolio, which will be discussed in the coming subsection.
5.2.4 Risk Return Region
Following is the risk return region shown for four critical points, where there is a
significant change in either risk or return. Each risk-return region corresponding to
a port folio is marked wit h red circle.
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Figure 5.3: Risk Return Region
In each of the circle, the values of risk and return, obtained from different runs (a
total of ten such runs were performed), are plotted. Increasing the number of runs
will make the region more dense. The lowest and highest point in any such circle
indicates the lowest and highest risk-return values for that particular portfolio. This
graph makes it clear why moving from second last point to the last point of efficient
frontier cun'e is not desirable. Some of the points in the second last circle (top ones)
represent the same return value, as it is with that of last circle. This implies that the
la.st optimum portfolio might earn same return as the second last optimum portfolio.
il
.'
but the former point is expected to incur significantly more risk than the latter one.
The same is true for first two points of the above graph. Thus, first optimum portfolio
would be preferred over second one.
A similar analysis can be made for all critical points of the efficient frontier plot
through risk-return region.
5.2.5 Product Rankings
Products ranking is obtained with the help of Absolute Concentration Curve (dis-
cussed in the section 4.3) and Mean-Gini necessary condition. In this subsection the
calculation procedure for ACC will be described. ACC is the plot of cumulative ex-
pected value of a product, given a portfolio return. The first point on the ACC is
found by multiplying the probability of the lowest portfolio return by the value of
the individual product outcome incorporated into the lowest portfolio return. This
product, portfolio return probability times value of product outcome, is then repeated
and cumulated across all higher portfolio values.
The methodology is illustrated in the table 5.10. After generating 500 random
returns for all the 17 products, the net portfolio outcome is ranked from lowest to
highest return. A few entries of portfolio ranking is shown in the table, denoted as P
(column 6). The probability of each of these portfolio return. Pr(P). and cumulative
probability distribution, F(p) is also shown in the next two columns.
Product Returns P Pr(P) F(p) ACC's
PI P2 ...... P17 PI P2 .... P17
0040 -1.560 .. -28.5 -163.56 0.002 0.002 0.00080 -0.00312 .. -0.057
0.72 -1.508 .. -31.5 -120.55 0.002 0.004 0.00224 -0.00614 .. -0.120
0040 -1.560 .. -9 -109.54 0.002 0.006 0.00304 -0.00926 .. -0.138
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
2.32 -00468 .. 85 198.75 0.002 1.000 1.55392 -0.80012 .. 11.89575
Table 5.10: Products ACC
In the first four columns the conditional return of each product is listed. The last
four columns show the ACCs for products, which are incorporated into any portfolio.
Consider, for example, the ACC of product 2. The first value is found by multiply-
ing the probability (0.002) of the lowest portfolio return (-163.56) by the conditional
return of product 2 (-1.560) which is incorporated into that portfolio return. This
results in the ACC value of -0.00312 seen in the first row of that column. The ACC
value found in the next row is cumulated as -0.00312 + (-1.508*0.002) = 0.006136,
and so on. Rounding up this mlue results in 0.00614. Similarly ACC values for other
products are calculated. Following figures (5.4-5. i) show the ACCs of the 17 products.
These are plots of the last four columns with cumulative probability distribution. In
the second and fourth plots, below, ALCs are also shown with bold red color.
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Figure 5.6: Absolute Concentration Curve - product 9 to 17
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Having obtained ACCs for all the products in this fashion, it is easy now to estab-
lish dominance relationship among products. As discussed in the section 4.3, product
A dominates product B if ACC of product A is ~ ACC of product B for all points
on the curve with at most one intersection. From the first plot (product 1 to 8), it is
clear that LP802.11B-l is dominating rest of the seven products, whereas AGRadio is
dominated by all the seven products in this plot. Thus, a ranking among these eight
products can easily be obtained from the plot, based on the said criteria. A similar
interpretation is valid for the second plot. Second plot is relatively more complicated
than the first one. Some of the products intersect more than once in the graph (e.g.
Entsoc-3). Entsoc-3 is expected to fetch higher return when there is a probability
that portfolio return will also be significantly higher. APSOC-2, however, seems to
be dominated by other products. It might not be preferable to choose APSOC-2 in
the portfolio, unless there is a constraint to do so. A similar comparative analysis
between products and its likely inlcusion/exclusion in the portfolio can be made for
other products too. Thus, apart from ranking the products, ACC also provides us
with an important tool to analyze the portfolio.
In a situation, when there are more than one intersection among two cun'cs, !\Ican-
Gini necessary condition can be used to rank thosc products. In order to obtain a
ranking of all thc scwntecn products. ACCs of thcsc arc requircd to bc plotted in thc
iG
same graph. For the purpose of clarity, here, ACCs are plotted in two segments. First
plot is only for product 1 to product 8, whereas the second plot represents ACCs of
product 9 to product 17.
The Mean-Gini necessary conditions for the Conditional Stochastic Dominance are
1) the mean return of product A should be greater than or equal to the mean return
of product Band 2) the risk adjusted mean of product A should be greater than
or equal to the risk adjusted mean of product B. Satisfying these conditions implies
product A is dominating product B. Risk adjusted mean of any product is obtained
simply by subtracting the risk of that product from the mean return of the same.
In order to establish dominance using Mean-Gini necessary conditions, first of all
the products are ranked according to mean return, from highest to lowest. Next, the
products are ranked by their risk adjusted mean returns. If the rank relationship
/~
between the two products is maintained (mean return rank versus risk adjusted mean
return rank), then the product with lower rank is being dominated by one with higher
rank. If the rank relationship is not maintained than dominance does not hold. Thus,
it is possible that both the necessary conditions does not always lead to an unam-
biguous ranking of products. In such case, when a definite ranking is required, risk
adjusted mean alone can be used as a ranking mechanism. For all the se\'enteen
products following is the ranking obtained based on only 'mean returns'.
1/
Mean Return Risk (2cov(~,F(p))) Risk Adjusted Mean Product
11.89575 12.1564365 -0.2606865 ENTSOC-3
5.4496 0.51974784 4.92985216 LP802.11B-1
5.0722 5.737806 -0.665606 ENTSOC-2
4.705312 2.268877088 2.436434912 802.11ABG-3
3.1575 0.4287172 2.7287828 LC802.11B-1
3.13792 0.338904 2.799016 JV802.11ABG-2
2.68872 0.11362176 2.57509824 JV802.11ABG-1
1.6112 0.080408 1.530792 AP-1
1.55392 0.084247232 1.469672768 802.11B-1
0.9186 1.34191336 -0.42331336 802.11ABG-2
0.31584 3.39406448 -3.07822448 APSOC-3
0.10384 0.98527176 -0.88143176 ENTSOC-1
-0.26944 0.30356304 -0.57300304 APSOC-1
-0.80012 0.024358864 -0.824478864 802.11B-2
-3.18712 0.6280984 -3.8152184 802.11ABG-1
-3.2784 2.2311312 -5.5095312 APSOC-2
-6.2336 0.634976 -6.868576 AGRadio
Table 5.11: Rankings based on risk
In the following page is the ranking obtained based on risk adjusted mean only.
From these two rankings, based on mean and risk adjusted mean, clearly some of the
products maintain the rank relationship (e.g. Entsoc-3 and AGRadio), whereas some
products do not (e.g. Entsoc-3 and AP-1). As it is mentioned in the previous para-
graph that in such circumstances rankings can be obtained by risk adjusted mean
only. Hence, the second ranking above may be treated as the final ranking of the
products.
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Mean Return Risk (2cov(14, F(P))) Risk Adjusted Mean Product
5.4496 0.51974784 4.92985216 LP802.11B-1
3.13792 0.338904 2.799016 JV802.11ABG-2
3.1575 0.4287172 2.7287828 LC802.11B-1
2.68872 0.11362176 2.57509824 JV802.11ABG-1
4.705312 2.268877088 2.436434912 802.11ABG-3
1.6112 0.080408 1.530792 AP-1
1.55392 0.084247232 1.469672768 802.11B-1
11.89575 12.1564365 -0.2606865 ENTSOC-3
0.9186 1.34191336 -0.42331336 802.11ABG-2
-0.26944 0.30356304 -0.57300304 APSOC-1
5.0722 5.737806 -0.665606 ENTSOC-2
-0.80012 0.024358864 -0.824478864 802.11B-2
0.10384 0.98527176 -0.88143176 ENTSOC-1
0.31584 3.39406448 -3.07822448 APSOC-3
-3.18712 0.6280984 -3.8152184 802.11ABG-1
-3.2784 2.2311312 -5.5095312 APSOC-2
-6.2336 0.634976 -6.868576 AGRadio
Table 5.12: Rankings based on risk adjusted mean
The data displayed above, also show the reason for Entsoc-3 not maintaining the
rank relationship with AP-1. It is due to the fact that risk term of Entsoc-3 is greater
than it mean, whereas for AP-1 the same is vice-versa. From the above data it is
also clear that AGRadio is being dominated by all the products, and it will never be
selected in the optimum portfolio unless there is a constraint which requires including
this product. into the portfolio. Indeed, this is the reason AGRadio appears in almost
all the portfolio points shown in the efficient frontier plot.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
We constructed three significantly important instruments to analyze the product port-
folio of Agere Systems Inc. This could become possible, because the measure of risk
(Gini Index) displays theoretically desirable properties while maintaining the sim-
plicity of approach. Efficient Frontier, being the first desired tool, provides us with
a set of optimal neighborhood solutions. It is interesting to note that in the set of
neighborhood solutions, the risk of a portfolio increases with the increment of return.
This behavior of the solution is in complete accordance with the well know fact in
Financial Portfolio Theory. The slope change of EF (risk-return) curve provides in-
sight into strategic decision making of which optimal portfolio is to be preferred over
others. Of course, the portfolio with greater incremental return than incremental risk
will be preferred. Thus, it is also possible to compare the set of different solutions
(having different risk and return \'alues) among each other and choose the one which
fits the requirement of the user.
so
Another important tool developed to analyze the product portfolio, is Risk-Return
region. It is derived from the Efficient Frontier Curve by collecting the values of risk
and return over several runs, for any particular portfolio. Thus, for any portfolio,
a range of the values of risk and return is obtained, which can be used to see the
'spread' of values of risk and return. Knowing the spread of risk/return values for
the key points of the EF curve, provides additional insight into the decision making
on product portfolio selection.
The last tool that we could develop, is ranking of products based on Absolute
Concentration Curve (ACe). It expresses the expected return of any product, given
that portfolio return is lower than some value. Thus, for any given portfolio set, a
ranking among products is obtained based on dominance property. At times it is
extremely desirable to know which product is superior to other products of the same
portfolio, or which product is worse than others. Based on this knowledge a corrective
action, if possible, could be taken to improve the product ranking. This is especially
important when there is a conflict between products ranking and strategically placed
products. For example, a product that is strategically important may be the last
one in the rank, or a product that is not so important may be the best among all
the products. Hence, in order to have a complete picture and to make right decision
(satisfying as much goal as possible) of portfolio selection. ranking of the products is
extremely important. For the given problem of Agere Systems, we found the ranking
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based on risk as well as risk adjusted mean. The Absolute Lorenz Curve (ALe)
further provides an insight into portfolio return with respect to probability of return.
Overall, the aggregate model seems to provide results and analysis tools of great
use to the firm under consideration. Apart from the developed tools, now, the "risk"
of the portfolio as well as individual products is quantified, as desired by the firm.
Indeed, the model gave concrete answer to the problems the firm was suspecting
about. For exmaple, one of the products, AGRadio, was being suspected as culprit
for poor performance of the portfolio. Using the model it obtained last ranking, at
the same time appearing in optimal portfolio, which is because it is prerequisite for
several products. Thus, the aggregate model used for the given data set performs
reasonably well.
As it is said there is always scope for improvement, same is the case with this
model too. Some future directions are presented below:
* It would be interesting to see the results and analysis for the other two models.
One of them takes into account whole time span while searching for the optimal
solution, whereas the other one allows the user to recourse action based on
the e\'ent occurred in the past. It is expected that implementing these t\\·o
models will provide further analysis tools to the product portfolio problem.
while improving the rcsolut ion of the search space for opt imal port folio.
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* The model presented is applicable to one unit of the Agere Systems Inc. It
would be interesting to extend the model which takes into account other units
also.
* In a real system, as it is in the case of Agere Systems, there is always an exchange
of resources between different divisions/units. It would be desirable to capture
this aspect of the resource movement into the above model, thus reflecting the
reality into the model.
* The Efficient Frontier generated, for the given problem, is from the perspective
of selection of right "product" into the portfolio. Is it possible to apply the
underlying concepts of the model from the perspective of" customer" selection,
and generate an EF curve for customers? Research on this dimension would be
a valuable addition to the literature as well as the firm under consideration.
* It may also be desirable to look at the same problem from the perspective of
"market" selection, and if it is compatible with strategically placed products.
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Appendix I
Portfolio Optimization in Finance
In Financial Portfolio Theory (FPT), first of all the "risk" associated with any
stock is quantified into a single number. It is easy to compare a set of available stocks
based on one single number. Intuitively, lesser the number 'risk' associated with
any stock is , more it will be preferable. Then an optimization model is developed,
considering all the available stocks and different values of risk/return combination.
Usually the objective is to minimize the total risk associated with a portfolio for a
given target level of return.
Notion of Risk
The notion of risk is some number, depending upon different measure, capturing
mriability of random outcome. Such random outcomes (because of different scenar-
ios) affect the revenue realization of each stock, thereby causing the spread in the
values of revenue. One example of random outcome (revenue) for different periods
could be following:-
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I t 11 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I
I R(t) I 3 0.1 9.1 8 3.5 8.3 2.1 2.5 1.9 0.01 I
The factors that cause 'randomness' of the outcome can be many, depending upon
the problem category under consideration. For example, the revenue realization for
stocks can be affected by GDP of the country, Companies Performance, competitors
performance etc. Whereas, the prominent factors in the problem 'product portfolio
management' are Market Performance, Customer Performance, Technology Perfor-
mance and Resource Availability.
Various measures of risk
The variability in random outcomes can be measured by a number of ways. There
are scores of risk measures available that are used frequently in FPT. A few are
mentioned below:
1. Variance as measure of risk.
risk = variance = 1/2 J: J:(x - y)2 f(x)f(y)dxdy = Cov(x, y)
here, x and yare random realizations.
2. Semi variance
risk = semi-variance = below mean variance = 11k Li Max[O, (p - XiW
3. Mean Absolute Deviation
risk = Absolute deviation = E(lx -Ill) = J: Ix - Illf(x)dx
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4. Gini Index
risk = Absolute deviation between every pair of realization
= 1/2 JJIx - ylf(x)f(y)dxdy = E[I(x - J-l)(P - J-lp)1J = 2 *Cov(x, F(P))
This measure of risk has been discussed in greater detail in chapter 4. Graphically
it can be depicted as follows:
y
x
Figure 1: Gini Index graphically
Mean
(x+W2
In the figure above, x and y is two random realization for any product under differ-
ent scenarios. This measure of risk captures mriation in terms of difference between
mcan ((x + y)/2) and the lower mlue of rcalization (x in the figurc abovc), summcd
o\·cr all the possible pairs of rcalizations.
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Sample Problem
Suppose that number of stages are 3, with 4 products available at all the stages.
It is also assumed that number of different scenarios that can occur at stage 1 is 3
and at stage 2 is 2, as depicted in the following picture.
Stage 1 Stage 2
Figure 2: Sample Scenario Tree
Stage 3
Assume that the product returns, calculated for difTeren nodes of the abO\'e ~ce­
nario tree. are as shown below in the table:
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. .
Sample Problem
Suppose that number of stages are 3, with 4 products available at all the stages.
It is also assumed that number of different scenarios that can occur at stage 1 is 3
and at stage 2 is 2. as depiCted in the following picture.
Stage 1 Stage 2
Figure 2: Sample Scenario Tree
Stage 3
Assume that the product returns. calculated for differen nodes of the above :,;ce-
nario tree. are as shown below in the table:
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Nodes p1 p2 p3 p4
1 -0.1 -0.2 0.2 -1
2 0 0.28 0 0.03
3 0.7 0.2 0 -0.9
4 0 0.01 0.2 0.09
5 0.7 0.2 0.3 -0.02
6 0.7 0.28 0.34 0.09
7 0 0.52 0.46 -0.6
8 0.7 0.2 0.3 -0.6
9 0 0.2 0.3 -0.71
10 0.7 0.2 0.3 -0.17
Table 1: Product returns in various nodes
Assuming that all the products are available at each node, net return obtained
from the portfolio (if all products are to be in the portfolio) would be:
Node
Portfolio return
In order to calculate risk associated with the products at each stage, we arrange
the products return in increasing order of portfolio return value, for each stage (as
each stage is a decision point, where the random outcome is realized). We also know
that the probability of occurrence of each scenario at stage 1 is 1/3 and at stage 2 is
1/6. Thus we construct following table:
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Nodes Portfolio return Probability Cumulative Prob pI p2 p3 p4
1 0 1 1 -0.1 -0.2 0.2 -1
3 0 1/3 1/3 0.7 0.2 0 -0.9
4 0.3 1/3 2/3 0 0.01 0.2 0.09
2 0.31 1/3 1 0 0.28 0 0.03
9 -0.21 1/6 1/6 0 0.2 0.3 -0.71
7 0.38 1/6 2/6 0 0.52 0.46 -0.6
8 0.6 1/6 3/6 0.7 0.2 0.3 -0.6
10 1.03 1/6 4/6 0.7 0.2 0.3 -0.17
5 1.18 1/6 5/6 0.7 0.2 0.3 -0.02
6 1.41 1/6 1 0.7 0.28 0.34 0.09
Table 2: Cumulative Distribution
Now it is easy to calculate risk associate with each products at each stage. It is sim-
ply, by definition, the covariance between products return and cumulative probability
distribution. Thus, risk associated with product 1 (at nodes 2,3 or 4) would be two
times covariance between column 5 and column 4, respectively, with rows consisting
of nodes 3,4 and 2. Its value is 0.15556. Similarly, risk associated with product 2 at
nodes 5,6,7,8,9, or 10 would be two times covariance between column 6 and column
4, respectively, with rows consisting of nodes 9,7,8,10,5 and 6. Its calculated value is
0.015556.
The risk values, quantified in terms of single number based on Gini Index as
measure of variation in random realization, associated with all the products at all the
nodes arc as follows:
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Nodes pI p2 p3 p4
1 0 0 0 0
2 0.15556 0.1778 0 0.207
3 0.15556 0.1778 0 0.207
4 0.15556 0.1778 0 0.207
5 0.15556 0.0156 0.008 0.1714
6 0.15556 0.0156 0.008 0.1714
7 0.15556 0.0156 0.008 0.1714
8 0.15556 0.0156 0.008 0.1714
9 0.15556 0.0156 0.008 0.1714
10 0.15556 0.0156 0.008 0.1714
Table 3: Risk associated with products
The above table will be used as input parameter (Riskpn) for the multistage model.
Here P denotes product and n, the node number. Other input parameters to the model
are return values (Rpn), probability values (Pn), hiring/firing cost (hr/ fr) for resource
r, if available, and the parameter L + ~L as incremental target level of return.
Let Xpn, Yr~andYr~ be the decision variables associated with products and re-
sources at each node, the multistage model could be as follows:
Objective
minimize: total risk associated with the policy
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subject to
(i) total return? target level of return
2:nEN Pn l2:PEP RpnXpn - 2:rER hrYr~ - 2:rER fr r:.~] ? L + t::.L
(ii) other constraints, as usual.
Solving the above model will provide us with efficient frontier of policies, where
each 'dot' on the efficient frontier will be a complete set of decisions at each stage for
different scenarios. This efficient set of policy would be much more richer in terms
of information display than previous models presented in this thesis. This efficient
frontier chart and the tree corresponding to each point of efficient frontier opens
the door for wide range of analysis for product portfolio management. For example,
some products at each stage might be fixed, and the difference in policy change can
be observed.
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Appendix II
List of Sets, Variables and Parameters used in this paper are as follows:
Sets E Set of existing products
M Set of mutually exclusive products
T Set of time periods
R Set of resources
N Set of products
S Set of scenarios
BEP Set of business exit points
Variables XIt = 0 the product i, at time period t, is not in portfolio
xTt = 1 the product i, at time period t, is in portfolio
xT 1 x N matrix, where N is the total number of products
in universe
Yist = 0 The product i, at time period t, in the scenario s, is not
in the portfolio
Yist = 1 The product i, at time period t, in the scenario s, is in
the portfolio
Parameters Ps Probability of occurrence of scenario S
Cp Covariance matrix between profits of product i and j
A Risk aversion parameter
p(t,) N x 1 matrix of total expected profit of products, over
time period t
g(t) Profit obtained from product i, over time period t
rO N x 1 resource matrix for resource (l
Co Capacity for resource (l
'\ risk aversion of total risk
11' Sum of expected excess return of all products in the port-
folio
a2 \-ariance of the portfolio p; co\-ariance matrix of all prod-p
uets
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The list of Parameters continues below:
Parameters r p Total risk associated with portfolio p
E(P/) Expected remaining profits for product i
E(Lt) Expected remaining lifetime for product i
pj Selling price of product i
Ci Cost price of product i
D7 Remaining demands for product iIQt Remaining revenue for product i
l7 Amount of periods that product i is expected to remainI
in the portfolio
Uj Maintenance costs for product i per period (overhead
costs, etc)
gj Development costs for product i
Tj Remaining fraction of development costs for product i
still to be paid for
aj Profit margin for product i
b j Fixed costs for product i
~ Return from product i
~t Return from product i in time period t
~ts Return from product i in time period t, in the scenario s
Rp Return from the portfolio p
f p Risk of the portfolio
Ytr Percentage of overused resource or underused resource T,
in period t
Iltr Amount of overused or underused resource T at time pe-
riod t
Il trs Amount of overused or underused resource T, at time
period t and in scenario s
T Penalty due to overused or underused resources
L Target return level
b.L Incremental target level
ajtr Percentage of resource T used, in period t, for product i
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The list of parameters continues below:
Parameters T/js Scenario-Sales cost factor under scenario 5
Ct Development capacity in the period t
(C) Technology return factor for technology Cj in scenario 5PC·s
(li) Return factor from resource r in scenario 5prs
(M) Return factor from market m in scenario 5pms
(N) Return factor for product j in scenario 5Pjs
(js Scenario-Development cost factor under scenario 5
ejm Exposure of product j to market m
Dj Development Net Present Value (NPV) of product j
Dj Expected Development Net Present Value of product j,
considering all return factors
Sj Sales Net Present Value (NPV) of product j
O'.j Expected profit of product j in period 0
(3js Expected profit of product j in scenario 5, after period 0
ljs Total expected profit from product j, in scenario 5
Fp(Rp) Cumulative Distribution Function of the portfolio p, for
realization set Rp of the portfolio
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